
Over the years, we haven’t altered our engineering on how a speaker is 
developed and produced. Our expertise has nonetheless evolved and is 
therefore incorporated in this most stunning Bison Twin Tower. No shortcuts 
here, as practicality is thrown out the window and symbiotic /synergistic/
extremely musical relationships are composed and interwoven by virtue of 
carefully selected components and inter-articulated parts. By means of our 
own computational tables, unique driver development, evolved and superb 
revolutionary hard-wired crossover assemblies, beautiful Canadian cabinetry 
with resultant cutting edge, subtle aesthetics ;  the birth of the Bison Twin 
Tower is formulated.  Both high performance woofers working in the same 
frequency domain provide a lush, thick,  midrange and important bass fullness 
that is unique in the category. This same principle is highlighted in our own 
flagship Metal V2 and in the Bison TT is equally privileged by the tremendous 
advantages of this carefully construed assemblage. If one wants to Feel, Hear 
and truly Sense the VISTA , HEIGHT and SCALE possible through a speaker 
system, the Bison TT must be felt, heard and experienced. Comfortable with a 
large array of diverse electronics , it can provide for a top-class GIANT sound 
experience for the most discerning tastes. Prepare to feel the stampede and 
force of the Bison Twin Tower!

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Available Finishes: Black Ash, White Oak, Satin White
Black Magnetic grills included with Black Ash and White Oak
White Magnetic grills included with Satin White

Design:

Tweeter:

Woofer:

Impedance:

Sensitivity:

Frequency Response:

Recommended Power:

Crossover Frequency:

Speaker Terminals:

Break in Time:

Placement: (from rear wall)

Placement: (in between)

Dimensions Width:

  Height: 

  Depth:

Ported 2-Way Tower Speaker

1.3 in /33 mm Laser Etched Textile Soft Dome

5.25 in / 133.35mm Copper Clad Voice Coil

4 OHm

90 db

31 Hz to 29.9 kHz ± 3 dB

30-200W 

2.5 kHz (second order)

4 way Bi-Wire-able

70-100 hours

1 - 3ft/ 304.8 - 914.4mm

4ft – 12ft / 1219.2 – 3657.6mm

187mm / 7.362in 

975mm / 38.386in and 989mm/38.937 in (with Claws installed)

260mm / 10.236in and 270mm / 10.630in (with Grill Installed)

A stampede through a wide open vista of dynamic, natural and extended harmonic sounds, united into a 
harmonious and brilliant horizon of musical joy.  what a birth … what a series … The Totem Bison Series!

totemacoustic.com


